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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report has been prepared to explore the environmental impacts and economic efficiencies of 

alternative power-supply and transport-electrification solutions for the use cases designed in the GIFT 

project, which are being implemented in the two lighthouses, namely Hinnøya and Procida islands. A 

standard life-cycle assessment (LCA) and life-cycle cost (LCC) analysis were applied. The existing power-

supply and transport solutions of the use cases are evaluated and used for comparison. There are three 

use cases in Hinnøya (electric ferry, fish farm, smart Harstad) and two use cases in Procida (city hall and 

school power supply), for which various alternative solutions or scenarios have been designed and 

formulated.  

This life-cycle assessment follows the ISO standard. Foreground data are collected from on-site and 

different literatures. Background data is the coinvent data adjusted with use case location context. Life-

cycle assessment results indicate the proposed power supply and transport solutions for the use cases on 

both islands have achieved significant improvements in their environmental performance. 

In Hinnøya, the 100% electrification of ferry will decrease global warming potential by 95%, compared 

with current ferry operation with marine gasoil (MGO).  This means the e-ferry will significant decarbonise 

the nautical transport in Hinnøya islands. For Ozone depletion, Particulate matter, Acidification, and 

Marine eutrophication, electrification of ferry transport will decrease them in a range of 49 to 98% 

depending on the percentage of electrification.  The connection of grid or wind power with the fish farms 

will reach 89-95% decarbonisation depending on the technical solutions. However, wind power solutions 

will create more Human toxicity- cancer effects, comparing with connection with grid. In Smart Harstad 

case, electric vehicles will contribute 68% decarbonisation and decrease 84% of Ozone depletion 

potential.  In Procida, the use of solar power clearly shows that it can support significant decarbonisation.  

Life-cycle cost evaluation results of the electric ferry use case shows a 25.5 €/km for the existing marine 

gas-oil (MGO) ferry and 30.3, 29.7, and 29.4 €/km for the alternative transport solutions involve a 

minimum requirement of 50%, 75% and 100% electrification for a single ferry trip, respectively.  It is worth 

mentioning that, due to limited information concerning the added costs of building an electric ferry, the 

assumed costs are subjected to high uncertainty. 

In the fish-farm use case, the existing standalone off-grid diesel power generator solution shows a 0.4 

€/kWh LCC while alternative solutions show a 0.32, 0,29, and 0.3 €/kWh LCC for offshore wind and storage 

battery, onshore wind and storage battery, and grid electricity with storage battery scenarios/solutions, 

respectively. The reductions are in between 21 and 28% compared to the diesel generator solution.  

In the Smart Harstad use case, the LCC for a conventional diesel car is 0.41 €/km. An electric car without 

a load-balancing battery at charging points shows 0.27 €/km LCC, while a bidirectional charging electric 

car with a load-balancing battery shows 0.33 €/km LCC. The electric car solutions show a 21 to 34% lower 

LCC compared to a diesel car LCC.  

The integrated solar photovoltaic (PV) and lithium-ion storage battery is the only alternative power supply 

solution considered in the two use cases, but with different levels of installed capacity. Due to this 
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assumption, the estimated LCC showed a small variation between the scenarios. The LCC was estimated 

as 0.42-0.44 €/kWh in all scenarios of both city hall and school use cases in Procida. 

Based on the LCA and LCC results, all proposed technical solutions in Fish Farms, Smart Harstad and PV 

installation have significant decarbonisation contributions with less life-cycle cost than current 

conventional solution. In E-ferry case, even current analyse show that the LCC for E-ferry is larger than 

conventional one due to the short trip and high investment cost of infrastructure, E-ferry is valuable to be 

invested given the significant decarbonisation potentials.  

In this report, only limited renewable-energy technologies and commodities that are suitable for the core 

purpose of the GIFT project are considered. The respective scenarios are used in evaluating environmental 

impacts and economic performance, compared with the different existing business patterns of the user 

cases. Moreover, the report is based on the early stage design of potential alternative solutions during 

the first year of the project. The results are therefore preliminary, though they can be regularly updated 

towards the end of the project period when the final matured alternative solutions are selected and 

implemented. The results will be updated and reported in D7.4 and D8.4 at M48. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. SCOPE OF THE DOCUMENT 

In respect of searching for alternative energy-supply solutions to existing conventional solutions, studying 

the life-cycle costs (LCC) and making life-cycle assessments (LCA) of potential alternative solutions is 

emphasized as a way of fully understanding their energy and environmental impacts and opportunities 

compared to the reference, i.e. conventional solutions, as well as for consistent comparison between 

conventional and alternative solutions.   

The goal of this deliverable is to explain the potential life-cycle environmental impacts and costs of 

potential decarbonization solutions of use cases (defined in D2.1) in the pilot areas of the GIFT project to 

support decision-making in relation to the chosen solutions.  

The report concerns the early-stage design of potential solutions in the first year. Two innovative storage 

systems have been developed and will be tested in the pilot projects. As these systems are planned to be 

ready for installation in M24 and the detailed information is not currently available, in this report the 

normal Li-ion battery system will be used for analysis. Therefore, the results given in the report are generic 

and will be adjusted at the end of project period when the final solutions are selected and implemented. 

The final and adjusted results of the implemented solutions will be reported in D7.4 and D8.4 at M48. 

1.2. ABOUT GIFT 

GIFT, launched in January 2019, is a project funded by the European Commission with the aim of 

decarbonizing the energy mix of Europe’s islands. Its goal is to develop innovative systems to allow islands 

to integrate a large share of renewable energies while not adding stress to the grid thanks to the 

development of multiple innovative solutions that will be combined into a complex system. These 

solutions include a virtual power system, a better prediction of supply and demand and the visualization 

of these data through a GIS platform, and innovative storage systems allowing synergies between 

electrical, heating and transportation networks. Moreover, it will, help to involve consumers in the energy 

transition through various energy management systems for harbours, factories, homes and mobility that 

are being developed within the project. 

In order to be representative and relevant when proposing solutions at the EU level, GIFT has selected 

several islands and demonstration sites with their own issues and specific features. GIFT’s partners will 

therefore develop and demonstrate the solutions on two lighthouse islands, Hinnøya, Norway’s largest 

island, and Procida, a small island in Italy, and study the replicability of the solution at least on the Greek 

island of Evia and the Italian island of Favignana. 
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Figure 1. GIFT involved partners and pilot sites 

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

In this section, the LCA and LCC analyses for the specific use cases are presented under several 

corresponding scenarios. The data sources and assumptions made for the evaluation are also explained. 

2.1. GENERAL APPROACH 

This LCA is conducted in accordance with ISO 14040/44 standards [1, 2] and is a “cradle to gate” analysis. 

The general framework of the system boundary that determines the inclusion of specific processes and 

activities is shown in Figure 2. More detailed information regarding the system boundary is presented in 

Appendix 6.2. The LCC evaluation of the specific use case scenarios are based on the Hinnøya and Procida 

energy systems. The scenarios are focused on electrification of the energy system first, because electricity 

is the main energy commodity in both energy systems, and secondly, it is the core energy commodity for 

flexibility trading in the GIFT project’s use cases. The main framework used to evaluate the energy, climate 

and costs of each scenario is presented in Figure 2. In all grid-connected scenarios, in order to represent 

the integrated Nordic power grid within the Nordpool electricity market, the source of the energy mix is 

the Nordic electricity market, not the hydropower-rich Norwegian grid. The LCC cost evaluations were 

conducted using a model developed in Excel and consist of the process and activities in each scenario. The 

functional units used for cost evaluations are kWh for electricity supply and vehicle-km for transport 

service. For all cost estimates, a general discount rate of 6%, mostly applicable to investment appraisals 

in the energy sector, is applied. The results are also presented in 2018 prices. 
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Figure 2. The general framework of the system boundary that determines the inclusion of specific processes and 
activities in each use case scenario. 

2.2. SCENARIOS 

The use case scenarios are formulated in the light of the core objectives of the GIFT project, namely, to 

create flexibility in the power grid, decarbonize the island energy system and increase the penetration of 

variable renewable energy sources. Innovative or emerging technologies, market readiness and 

technological suitability are also considered. In this part, the different potential decarbonization solutions 

scenarios for use cases in the pilot islands will be briefly described. The schematic representations, 

commodity flows, processes and activities of the scenarios are provided in the Appendix 6.1 section. 

2.2.1. Hinnøya 

UC1. Congestion avoidance : E-ferry 

The main objective of this use case is to avoid any congestion that may occur in this territory, especially 

at the connection point between Hinnøya and Grytøya. Grytøya is a small island located three kilometres 

from Hinnøya, which is part of the Harstad municipality. Currently communication between the two 

islands is by a traditional fossil fuel-driven ferry. The national plan together with regional authority 

prepare to electrify the ferry (for next contract period) to reach the carbon reduction goal.  

In the electric ferry use case, the core objective is to decarbonize and/or electrify maritime transport. In 

this specific case, the interaction of the ferry with the power system and the energy system in general is 

through the charging infrastructure alone. In this study a dual purpose (passenger and cargo 

transportation) ferry with a fixed route in between Harstad and Grytøya (from Stornes to Bjørnå) is 

considered. Three electrification fleet technologies are considered: 100% electric ferry, 75% plug-in hybrid 

electric ferry and 50% plug-in hybrid electric ferry. Charging the ferry at the two quays could be done using 

direct on-board battery charging, onshore battery-bank charging or a combination of the two. The three 

alternative scenarios are: 

 Scenario 1 (S1) (ELCFerry): A fully electric ferry with direct battery charging at the docking station. 

The battery capacity is assumed to be enough for the ferry to complete a single outward trip. 

 Scenario 2 (S2) (Pin75HYBFerry): A hybrid electric ferry with  sufficient battery capacity for the 

ferry to complete 75% of a single trip. The remaining 25% would be by MGO. Thus, the charging 

infrastructure would be less than S1. 

 Scenario 3 (S3) (Pin50HYBFerry): A hybrid electric ferry with sufficient battery capacity for the 

ferry to complete 50% of a single trip. The remaining 50% would be covered by MGO. Thus, the 

charging infrastructure would be less than S1&S2. 
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 Scenario 4 (S4) (PinHYBFerry): A fully electric ferry as in scenario 1, but with both direct battery 

charging and an onshore battery to serve as a buffer (load-balancing) at the docking station. It is 

assumed that the charging infrastructure would be lower than S1. However, there would be a 

trade-off between installing additional battery power and reducing the charging infrastructure. 

The upstream fuel-supply chain and on-board fuel combustion of the existing conventional marine gas oil 

(MGO) ferry would be evaluated for GHG emissions, air-pollutant emissions and cost to energy. It will be 

used as a reference (Business as usual) to make comparisons between the three alternative scenarios 

described above. 

UC2. Fish Farms LEC 

Most offshore fish farms in Norway are not connected to the grid but use stand-alone diesel generators 

instead. This contributes to considerable GHG and air-pollutant emissions. It is of interest to the fish-farm 

companies either to connect to the hydro-dominated Norwegian grid for a sustainable energy solution or 

to use a hybrid or stand-alone power supply system such as wind power with a storage battery. However, 

the existing 3-4 MW grid radial capacity between Hinnøya and Grytøya is not strong enough to provide 

power to additional fish farms without creating voltage instability in the weakest part of the grid. 

The core objective of the fish-farm use case is to explore potential decarbonization and/or electrification 

solutions for offshore fish farms located around 200 km from the coast of Grytøya. In this report we 

consider an individual power-supply system. PV cannot to be considered for this purpose, as there is too 

much snow and not enough light in the winter, but there is the potential for wind power.  Considering 

this, three potential alternative scenarios are: 

 Scenario 1 (S1): Low-capacity off-grid and offshore wind turbine with a stand-alone battery system 

to supply power to a fish farm. 

 Scenario 2 (S2): Like S1, but assuming that the wind turbine would be much closer than is assumed 

in S1. 

 Scenario 3 (S3): Grid connection combined with storage battery. This scenario assumes that the 

available grid capacity is strong enough to charge the battery at periods of low demand (e.g. at 

night). 

In addition to the alternative scenarios, the existing stand-alone off-grid diesel power-supply system is 

also evaluated and used as a reference (Business as usual). 

UC3. Smart Harstad LEC         

Electricity is the main energy commodity on Hinnøya island, covering more than 61% of the total energy 

supply, while fossil fuel for transport makes up 30%, non-transport fossil fuel 4% and wood-based 

resources 5%. This emphasizes that, owing to the hydro-dominated power system (95% hydropower), 

transportation is the main source of GHG emissions on the island. The city authorities are concerned to 

decarbonize the passenger car transport sector. In Harstad’s smart city programme, the municipality plans 

to provide electric vehicles to their employees for business purposes and/or employee driving during 

normal working hours and for a low-cost vehicle rental service after normal working hours (4 pm to the 

following 8 am) with a total car fleet of thirty electric vehicles in 2020. The plan is to integrate these 

electric vehicles with the local energy system. The idea is to make better use of the vehicle battery both 
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when it is in service and when it is parked at charging points. As the vehicles will mostly be used for critical 

services such as the health service, to ensure availability they must always be fully charged.   

In the Smart Harstad use case the core objective is thus to decarbonize and/or electrify city transport. The 

diurnal charging profile (dump-charging or smart-charging) and driving pattern of electric cars will have a 

considerable impact on peak power demand and low-voltage distribution-line stability. In this study three 

distinct potential charging configurations to create flexibility in the low-distribution grid are explored. 

 Scenario 1 (S1): Electric car with unidirectional fast charging and without a buffering battery 

between the electric car and the grid. 

 Scenario 2 (S2): Electric car with unidirectional fast charging and with a buffering battery between 

the electric car and the grid. 

 Scenario 3 (S3): Electric car with bidirectional fast charging and with a buffering battery between 

the electric car and the grid. 

In Smart Harstad use case, the fuel-supply chain of a diesel car is evaluated and used as a reference 

(Business as usual) pathway to compare the environmental and cost attributes of the alternative 

scenarios. This will calculate the impact-avoiding or impact-inducing potential of the alternative scenarios 

as compared with the existing city transport system. 

Table 1. List of the Hinnøya use cases and the corresponding scenarios with descriptions 

Scenarios Location Description 

Ferry BSU  Hinnøya-Grytøya This scenario assumes a marine gas oil (MGO) dual-purpose ferry plying 
the Stornes – Bjørnå route between Harstad and Grytøya. The scenario 
is used as a reference scenario. The source of the MGO is assumed to 
be a bunkering port in Norway, the oil being transported to a storage 
facility in Harstad by road trailer (approximately 1600 km). The cargo 
capacity of the ferry is 50 PBE (car equivalent). 

Ferry S1 Hinnøya-Grytøya This scenario assumes a plug-in electric ferry with on-board battery 
sufficient for the ferry to complete 50% of a single trip. The source of 
electricity is assumed to be a Nordic power supply mix to reflect the 
integrated grid. The ferry is charged directly from the grid. 

Ferry S2 Hinnøya-Grytøya This scenario assumes a plug-in hybrid electric ferry with on-board 
battery sufficient for the ferry to complete 75% of a single trip on the 
Stornes – Bjørnå route. The ferry is charged directly from the grid.  The 
remaining 25% of the trip would be by MGO. 

Ferry S3 Hinnøya-Grytøya This scenario assumes a 100% electric ferry with an on-board battery 
sufficient for the ferry to complete a single trip on the Stornes – Bjørnå 
route. The source of the electricity is assumed to be a Nordic power 
supply mix to reflect the integrated grid. The ferry is charged directly 
from the grid at the docking station. The charging time is assumed to 
be ten minutes. 

Ferry S4 Hinnøya-Grytøya A fully electric ferry as in scenario 3, but with both direct batteries 
charging and onshore battery to serve as a buffer (load-balancing) at 
the docking station. The charging infrastructure would be assumed to 
be lower than in scenario 3.   

Fish farm BSU Grytøya The business as usual scenario reflects the existing situation of off-grid 
fish farms around Grytøya. The source of electricity is a stand-alone 
diesel generator. The source of diesel fuel is assumed to be an oil 
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refinery in Norway. The diesel is transported to a storage facility in 
Harstad by road trailer (approximately 1600 km) before switching to a 
small barge (approximately 4 km) to a fish-farm platform. This scenario 
is used as a reference scenario to make climate, and cost comparisons 
with alternative technical scenarios.   

Fish farm S1 Grytøya This scenario assumes a stand-alone offshore wind and storage battery 
(sealed lithium-ion battery) as a fish-farm power-supply system. The 
radial distance between the fish farm and the offshore wind turbine is 
assumed to be 100 metres. It is assumed that the turbine is close to the 
fish farm. A stand-alone, off-grid, off- shore wind and battery system is 
proposed. The battery is assumed to balance the load fluctuation 
during low and high wind production periods. 

Fish farm S2 Grytøya The system configuration is similar to S1, but the wind turbine is 
onshore and assumes a longer radial distance of 200 meters.  

Fish farm S3 Grytøya This scenario assumes a grid-connected storage battery (sealed 
lithium-ion battery) power-supply system. The storage is assumed to 
be charging during periods of low electricity demand (more specifically 
at night) of the existing low-voltage weak grid and discharging when 
the state of the grid is at peak demand. The distance between the fish 
farm and the grid is assumed to be 200 meters.   

Smart Harstad 
BSU 

Hinnøya The scenario is used as a reference scenario to make energy, 
environmental and economic performance comparisons with 
alternative technical scenarios in the passenger car transportation 
segment. The source of the diesel fuel is assumed to be an oil refinery 
in Norway, the oil being transported to a storage facility in Harstad by 
road trailer (approximately 1600 km). The size of the car represents a 
medium size or class C/D in the European car market segment. 

Smart Harstad S1 Hinnøya This scenario assumes an electric car with a unidirectional fast charging 
point installed outside city hall. The source of electricity is assumed to 
be a Nordic power supply mix to reflect the integrated grid.  

Smart Haarstad 
S2 

Hinnøya This scenario is similar to S1 scenario but with a buffering battery to 

provide flexibility for load-balancing in the low-distribution grid. 

Smart Harstad S3 Hinnøya This scenario assumes an electric car with a bidirectional fast charging 

point installed outside city hall. The source of electricity is assumed to 

be a Nordic power supply mix to reflect the integrated grid. There is 

also a buffering battery to provide flexibility for load-balancing in the 

low-distribution grid.  

2.2.2. Procida  

This use case is situated in the Italian pilot, the aim being to organize this island as a local energy 

community (RUC5) to reduce its energy dependency on the mainland, to increase users’ interaction with 

the local energy network, to improve the efficiency of the grid and to avoid summer congestion and 

blackouts. This would in turn be used as an incentive for individual prosumers to invest in renewable 

electricity production (PV). A few public buildings would also participate in this scheme.  

The local energy community will be driven by Procida municipality and run by an external driver who will 

also play the role of aggregator. This use case will be supported by a few public buildings that have 

relatively high energy consumption.  Three potential alternative solutions are presented in Table 1 with 

brief descriptions of each. 
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Table 2. Procida use cases and corresponding list of scenarios with descriptions. 

Scenarios Location Description 

City Hall-
BSU 

Procida City hall: equipped with a solar panel system (20 kW) 

City Hall-S1 Procida City hall: Equipped with a solar panel system (20 kW) coupled to the 

storage system. 

City Hall-S2 Procida The municipality will drive an increase in local electricity production from 

PV on public buildings. The city hall PV system will be upgraded from 20kW 

to 60kW, be coupled to the storage system. 

School -
BSU 

Procida Two schools with current energy mix. 

School -S1 Procida Two schools will install PV systems graded at 100 kW each (2,000 square 

metres available in each school), coupled to the storage system. 

 

2.3. LIFE-CYLE ASSESSMENT 

2.3.1. Goal and scope 

The aim of this task is to analyse the energy and environmental performance of potential selected 

alternative power supplies and the electrification of transportation in terms of a set of predefined 

environmental impact categories. The study will provide additional insights into localized model-based 

techno-economic solutions in evaluating the environmental impact, inducing, reducing or avoiding 

contributions of alternative energy solutions and energy transitions in general. 

The study is limited to four distinct specific cases in pilots. In this specific study, our interest is in 

investigating the environmental impacts of the use cases defined in the GIFT project and potential 

solutions to the use cases proposed in the consortium.  

For the E-ferry and Smart Harstad scenario analyses, “1 km transport/ 1 Vehicle km” is defined as function 

unit. For the fish farms and Procida school scenario analyses, “1 kWh of energy supply to the user” is 

defined as function unit. For the Procida city hall scenario analysis, currently being planning without more 

information on supply solutions, “60 kWh of energy supply to city hall” is defined as function unit. 

2.3.2. Inventory analysis 

Data sources for the foreground system inventory, operational hypotheses and estimates are summarized 

in Table 3. Most of these data stem from real on-site information, other data being taken from the 

available literature when there are no relevant site data. The study assumes that MGO and diesel fuel will 

be transported from Bergen, one of Norway’s import ports, to Harstad. For maintenance in transport 

cases (ferry, Smart Harstad), a minor difference between current solutions and proposed solutions is 

battery service, as maintenance service is not included in the comparison. Furthermore, the Ecoinvent 3 

database has been chosen as the source for the data analysis of background life-cycle inventories (LCI) 

with specification of the location of pilots. More detailed information can be found in Appendix 6.3. 
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Table 3. Summaries of data sources for the foreground system, operational hypotheses and estimates. 

Inputs Data source Estimates 

Energy  Personal 
communications, 
TIMES model 

The fossil fuel used by fish farms and the ferry is collected directly on site 

by personnel. The proposed solutions are calculated based these on-site 

data through commercial software such as TIMES and HOMER. In the case 

of transport, car energy efficiency is the same as the Ecoinvent database. 

Service 
lifetime 

Ecoinvent, 
literature, detailed 
in Appendix 6.3  

Assumes the lifetime for the charger and battery is ten years, and for the 

wind and solar power system 25 years. The driving distance is calculated 

as an average number in the Ecoinvent database and literature. 

Infrastruct
ure 

Detailed in 
Appendix 6.3 

The data for the EV charger is collected from partner ETREL. Information 

for other infrastructure is estimated from literature and statics data in 

Norway. This genetic information will be updated with final 

implementation solutions in use cases of WP7 and WP8 deliverables.  

2.3.3. Impact assessment 

The chosen method is the ILCD 2011 Midpoint V1.1 method. The selected midpoint impact categories are 

climate change (GWP), ozone depletion (ODP), human toxicity-cancer effects (HTP-C), particulate matter 

(PM), acidification (AP) and marine eutrophication (MEP).  

2.3.4. Uncertainty analysis 

Normally, six types of uncertainty exist in the LCA [3] when focusing on parameter uncertainty [4]. In 

particular, the uncertainty from the Ecoinvent database has already been analysed in many studies [5-7]. 

In this LCA, information for infrastructure such as chargers for ferry, battery and passenger car are s 

estimated by the literature. Here, following the literature, this LCA will concentrate on the parameters 

that are uncertain. Detailed information can also be found in Appendix 6.3. 

2.4. LIFE-CYCLE COST ANALYSIS 

2.4.1. Life-cycle cost analysis 

The literature contains several comparative metrics that are used to compare the costs of energy 
production and transport service of various energy technologies. Each metric has its advantages and 
limitations. The levelized cycle cost of energy (LCOE) is one of the metrics widely used for investment 
appraisal. As indicated in equation (2), this is calculated as the sum of discounted cash flows divided by 
the sum of discounted energy production within the entire project life-time. The concept of discounting 
energy production or transport service is rarely explained in the literature, as in [8]. In a break-even 
situation, where the discount rate is equal to the internal rate of the investment, the net present cost 
equals the net present benefit of the investment over the analysis period, this being the ‘no loss no profit’ 
point. This means that the discounted revenue would be equivalent to the discounted energy multiplied 
by a constant real price representing the levelized cost of energy. In this report, we have used the LCOE 
metric to evaluate the LCC of all scenarios. This is given as: 
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Where NPC is net present cost and NPB is net present revenue, Ct cost at year t, Rt revenue at year t, and 

Et energy production at year t. 

2.4.2. Uncertainty analysis 

LCC evaluation is prone to uncertainty in respect of key performance parameters and cost data.  For 

instance, the levelized cost of the energy metric might be highly sensitive to the assumed discount rate in 

some cases. Also, techno-economic performance parameters renewable energy technologies, such as 

capital cost and wind turbine capacity factor, and operational parameters of conventional energy 

technologies, such as fuel prices, could substantially alter the results. In this study, owing to the significant 

role of renewable energy technologies and commodities, a range of sensitivity analyses have been 

performed on the capital cost, fuel prices and discount rate. The parameters selected for the sensitivity 

analysis differ from case to case. The results are reported as minimums and maximums over the average 

LCC-estimated values using error bars, while in-depth sensitivity analysis results for the key components 

of the systems are provided in the Appendix 6.4.  

2.4.3. Data source and assumption 

The results and conclusions are highly dependent on the data used and assumptions made. In this study, 

the primary data sources are local governmental organizations such as Statistics Norway (SSB) [9]  and the 

Norwegian Water Resources Directorate (NVE) [10]. In cases of domestic data limitations, other 

neighbouring countries with similar energy service structures, data and general literature were drawn on, 

for example, the Danish energy agency (DEA) [11].  

Electric ferry 

Fleet characterization. The engine thermal efficiency of the MGO ferry is assumed to be 45% based on the 

suggestion from DNV-GL1. The fuel economies of the MGO ferry and full electric ferry are assumed to be 

2.8 km/GJ and 5.6 km/GJ, respectively. The annual traffic volume of the ferry in all scenarios is 47240 km 

with a maximum cargo capacity of 50 PBE or private car equivalent. The economic life-time of the ferry is 

assumed to be 35 years with a salvage value equivalent to 20% of its investment cost. 

Battery and charging infrastructure (direct connection). Based on the existing ferry navigation profile and 

fleet characteristics, the required battery capacity and charging infrastructure for three fleet 

decarbonization strategies were estimated. Our interest is in identifying the most cost-effective fleet-trip 

decarbonization strategies: 100%, 75% or 50% electrification, given the required battery capacity and 

                                                           

1 https://www.dnvgl.no/om/index.html 

https://www.dnvgl.no/om/index.html
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charging infrastructure. The typical ferry navigation profile consists of loading/unloading, acceleration, 

cruising, deceleration and mooring periods. For the electric ferry, charging is done while loading and 

unloading. The minimum charging time depends on the ferry’s cargo capacity. In our case it was estimated 

to be less than five minutes, but to keep to the current ferry daily schedule it was assumed to be ten 

minutes of fast charging time at each docking station (Stornes and Bjørnerå). For the full electric ferry, a 

round-trip (battery charging and discharging) 10% energy loss is assumed, while the on-board battery 

capacity required for the ferry to complete a single trip would be 168 kWh. The required minimum 

charging infrastructure at each quay would then be equivalent to 1.01 MW. Similarly, a 75% 

decarbonization strategy would result in a 504 kWh and 0.76 MW grid infrastructure, while a 50% 

decarbonization strategy would require 336 kWh of on-board battery capacity and a 0.5 MW grid 

infrastructure. This would mean that 33%, 60% and 100% of the total energy demand would be covered 

by electrical energy per single journey in the 50%, 75%, and 100% electric ferry decarbonization scenarios 

respectively. It is worth mentioning that the estimated battery capacities are useful battery capacities 

with zero state of charge or 100% depth of discharge. Thus, to prolong battery life the battery capacity 

must be significantly oversized. Considering a total daily trip of 40, the required annual battery-charging 

cycle would then be around 13,880, which results in fewer than four years of battery life even at a 50% 

depth of discharge or 50% state-of-charge. Thus, to make use of economies of scale in installation and 

other project costs, we assume ten years of life at a 75% state-of-charge. This means that the estimated 

battery size would be increased four times; 672 kWh, 504 kWh, and 336 kWh in the 100%, 75% and 50% 

decarbonization scenarios respectively. The battery is assumed to be optimized for both power and 

energy. The battery-specific cost is assumed to be 200 €/kWh [3]. The assumed investment costs, 

electricity and fuel prices and taxes are given in Table 4. 

Table 4: Assumed electricity and fuel prices and taxes in electric ferry scenarios.  

Parameter Attribute Value  (2018 price level) 

Investment cost 
 

Investment cost-MGO 
ferry 

7215 €/kW of engine capacity 

Added investment cost 
of electric ferry 

3.53 M€,3.93M€, and 4.32 M€ for 
50%, 75%, and 100% electric ferry 
respectivly. 

Electricity 

Electricity price 
39.33 €/MWh (2022), 36.38 €/MWh 
(2030), 42.28 €/MWh (2040) [12] 

Transmission 
&Distribution 

17.89 €/MWh [13] 

Tax 15.44 €/MWh (2020) 

Fuel costs & taxes 

MGO (port price) 
13.08, 15.30, 17.31 €/GJ in 2020, 
2030, 2050, respectively [11, 14] 

MGO distribtion 1.92 €/GJ 

NOX  tax 2.21 €/kg [15] 

Basic tax 0.16 €/lit [15] 

NOX  fund 1.03 €/kg [15] 

CO2 tax 0.05 €/kg [15] 
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The added investment cost of the electric ferry is based on internal communication with DNV-GL of 
Norway [14]. 

Fish farm 

The annual electric energy demand, and hence the peak required capacity for a fish farm, is estimated 

based on the existing annual fuel demand (60,000 litres of diesel) and annual capacity factor (20%) of an 

off-grid fish farm. The diesel generator efficiency is also assumed to be 35%. Since there is no operational 

wind turbine on Hinnøya island, hourly production data for other nearby wind farms were used to 

estimate the capacity factor of onshore and offshore wind turbines. The assumed capacity of the storage 

battery is equivalent to the daily energy demand of a fish farm (578 kWh). 

System settings and assumptions. The life-cycle costs of all the scenarios for use cases greatly depends on 

the settings and parameter assumptions for key components in the energy systems. Here these 

parameters are summarized in Tables 5-8. These key components include wind turbines, solar PV, battery 

and diesel generators.  

Diesel generation is the technology being used in both use cases in Norway and Italy. To allow a 

comparison with the renewable generation alternatives, LCOE is also calculated for diesel generation. The 

system settings and key parameters are summarized in Table 5. The diesel generator for this analysis has 

a capacity of 100 kW and a capacity factor of 0.75: that is, it runs for 6,570 hours per year (8760*0.75). 

Assume the generator has a lifetime of 33,000 hours of operation, then the calendar lifetime is 

approximately five years. The fuel cost, i.e., the diesel price, is assumed to 1.35€ / litre, which is found to 

be the most significant factor in the final LCOE.  

It is important to note that for different use cases, the parameters may vary significantly. For instance, 

the generator may have quite different capacity costs, and the fuel cost may change across regions and 

over time. Therefore, a sensitivity analysis is performed with a wide range of diesel prices. 

Table 5. Key parameters and settings for diesel generation 

Parameter Value 

System Size (kW) 100 

Capacity factor 0.75 

Efficiency 0.32 

Electricity output (kWh) 657,000 

Lifetime (years) 5 

Discount rate 0.06 

Capital recovery factor 0.0782 

Annual degradation 0.005 

Capital cost (€/kW) 350 

Fixed O&M cost (€/kW-year) 70 

Variable O&M cost (€/kWh) 0.0025 

Fuel cost (€/l) 1.35 

Heat rate (l/kWh) 0.304 

Cost escalator 0.03 

The wind turbine plus battery systems generate electricity through wind turbines and use lithium-ion 

batteries to store the electricity and meet the load demand. The capacity factor for wind turbines is highly 
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dependent on local weather conditions. The capacity factor specific to the location of the use cases in 

Hinnøya is calculated using HOMER, a software for analysis of electricity systems. LCOE features a 

normalized cost metric which allows various energy supply systems to be compared regardless of 

technological composition, capacity or other specifications. As such, the LCOE is calculated for both wind 

turbines with a rated power capacity of 1 MW. This capacity would not be the precise capacity suitable 

for the use cases in this study. For instance, the fish farm may need a smaller power generation capacity 

at hundreds of kW, therefore having a slightly higher cost per unit capacity given that it lacks economics 

of scale. This impact could be addressed by a sensitivity analysis covering a wide range of unit capacity 

costs. Tables 6 and 7 give the key parameters and settings of the two systems. Compared to offshore 

turbines, onshore wind turbines normally have a relatively lower capacity factor, as well as lower capital, 

operating and maintenance (O&M) costs. 

Table 6. Key parameters and settings for onshore wind turbines 

Parameter Value 

System size (kW) 1,000 

Capacity factor 0.32 

Electricity output (kWh) 2,803,200 

Lifetime (years) 25 

Discount rate 0.06 

Capital recovery factor 0.0782 

Annual degradation 0.005 

Capital cost (€/kW) 1,330 

Fixed O&M cost (€/kW-year) 26 

Variable O&M cost (€/kWh) 0.00288 

Cost escalator 0.03 

Table 7. Key parameters and settings for offshore wind turbines 

Parameter Value 

System size (kW) 1,000 

Capacity factor 0.45 

Electricity output (kWh) 3,942,000 

Lifetime (years) 25 

Discount rate 0.06 

Capital recovery factor 0.0782 

Annual degradation 0.005 

Capital cost (€/kW) 2,860 

Fixed O&M cost (€/kW-year) 60 

Variable O&M cost (€/kWh) 0.00432 

Cost escalator 0.03 

The specifications of lithium-ion stationary batteries are listed in Table 8. The LCOE of batteries is 

calculated assuming the same electricity output as the wind turbine generates on a yearly basis. The 

capacity of the battery is assumed to be 3,200 kWh and 4,500 kWh for matching the 1 MW capacity of 

onshore and offshore wind turbines respectively. The matching capacity is different between the two 

systems because of the different capacity factors, resulting in different power generation in a certain 

duration of time. It is noteworthy that the optimal sizing of batteries in a stand-alone energy system varies 

substantially across cases and studies. Precisely determining size matching requires in-depth case-by-case 

analysis and sophisticated modelling to find the optimal combination, an aspect that goes beyond the 
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scope of the present analysis. Again, the influence of different battery sizing is addressed by sensitivity 

analysis. 

Table 8. Key parameters and settings for li-ion battery matching wind turbine 

Parameter Value 

System size (kWh) 3,200 

Lifetime (yr.) 10 

Discount rate 0.06 

Capital recovery factor 0.0782 

Annual degradation 0.005 

Capital cost (€/kWh) 1,041 

Fixed O&M cost (€/kW-year) 

Variable O&M cost (€/kWh) 0.002 

Cost escalator 0.03 

Smart Harstad 

In smart Harstad scenarios, car size, fuel economy (MJ/km) and annual traffic volumes per car (km) are 

the main inputs used in estimating the LCC of the electric car and conventional diesel car used for 

reference purposes. The annual traffic volume is based on the statistics in Harstad for 2018 and amounts 

to 13770 km for diesel cars and 9023 km for electric cars. The diesel car’s fuel economy is assumed to be 

1.63 MJ/km based on the European Joint Research Centre’s (JRC) medium size in the European market 

[16]. The charging point for both unidirectional and bidirectional charging is assumed to be fast charging 

with a 44kW charging power. The investment cost of unidirectional charging is 830 €/kW and for 

bidirectional charging stations, based on today’s market price, it is assumed to be four times higher than 

unidirectional fast charging with 3320 €/kW. The external buffering battery capacity is equivalent to the 

daily travel demand of thirty electric cars. The corresponding battery capacity was estimated on the basis 

of daily driving distance (38 km), fuel economy (1.92 km/MJ), 80% battery depth of discharge (DOD) and 

a single daily charging cycle to be 206 kWh. Model-based car prices are not representative prices suitable 

for LCC comparison and generalised analysis and recommendation. The price variation between and 

across models are very significant. Thus, we solely assume that the prices will only reflect the current price 

of the second most selling electric car in Norway (Volkswagen e-golf) and its counterpart diesel car 

(Volkswagen golf) and are used to shade light on the implication of added investment cost on the LCC. 

The medium size electric car (e-golf) has an 86 kW engine capacity and 29048 € total price (without VAT) 

while the diesel car (golf) has a 112 kW and 39519€ total price (including VAT) [18]. It is apparent that the 

price of 86 kW golf diesel car would be lower than 39519 € if it was available in their catalogue but we 

could not find the exact match. There exist various incentives in Norway for electric cars including the 25% 

VAT exemption, which is assumed to be active till 2021 [19]. The estimated cost savings due to incentives 

such as access to bus lane, free parking, free toll roads, and reduced ferry rate is about 1385 € per annum 

[20]. 

The fixed maintenance cost for a medium class (C/D) electric car and diesel car is assumed to be 0,021 

€/km, and 0.0321 €/km respectively. For the buffering storage battery, we assume a stationery lithium-

ion battery. The specific investment cost of a  li-ion stationary storage battery system, optimized for 

energy supply, is assumed to be 500 €/kWh [21]. The investment cost of charging infrastructure and the 

stationary battery is distributed to the thirty electric vehicles as an added cost to the vehicle investment 
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cost. The electricity price, including grid fee and taxes, is assumed to be 0.073 €/kWh [13] and the diesel 

price 1.46 €/litre [22]. 

Procida use cases: city hall and school  

Life-cycle costs for three capacities of solar PV system are assessed, namely 20 kW, 60 kW and 100 kW. 

For each scenario, solar PV is coupled with a lithium-ion battery of the appropriate size.  Table 9 

summarizes the system specifications and cost assumptions for the solar PV installations, from which one 

can see that the larger the capacity, the lower the unit capital cost. The capacity factor of solar PV is highly 

dependent on local weather conditions. The capacity factor by using HOMER for the specific location of 

Procida Island in Italy. Table 10 summarizes these data for the corresponding li-ion battery for each 

scenario. Similar to the case of the wind turbine system, the LCOE for the whole system of solar PV plus 

battery is strongly impacted by the system size matching, which involves large uncertainty. Again, a 

sensitivity analysis is carried out to address this issue by accounting for a wide range of system size 

matching factors. 

Table 9. Key parameters and settings for solar PV system at three scales 

Parameter Value 

System size (kW) 20 60 100 

Capacity factor 0.165 0.165 0.165 

Electricity output (kWh) 29808 86724 144,540 

Lifetime (years) 25 25 25 

Discount rate 0.06 0.06 0.06 

Capital recovery factor 0.0782 0.0782 0.0782 

Annual degradation 0.005 0.005 0.005 

Capital cost (€/kW) 2,925 2,813 2,700 

Fixed O&M cost (€/kW-year) 28.6 27.5 26.4 

Variable O&M cost (€/kWh) 0.0065 0.00625 0.00625 

Cost escalator 0.03 0.03 0.03 

 

 

Table 10. Key parameters and settings for li-ion battery suited for each solar PV case 

Parameter Value 

System size (kWh) 33 99 165 

Lifetime (years) 10 10 10 

Discount rate 0.06 0.06 0.06 

Capital recovery factor 0.0782 0.0782 0.0782 

Annual degradation 0.005 0.005 0.005 

Capital cost (€/kWh) 1041 

Fixed O&M cost (€/kWh) 0.0086 0.0086 0.0086 

Variable O&M cost (€/kWh) 0.002 0.002 0.002 

Cost escalator 0.03 0.03 0.03 

 

3. RESULTS 
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In this section the life-cycle assessment and the life-cycle cost results for each use case and associated 
scenarios are presented. The overall environmental impact of each scenario is measured using six impact 
categories, namely global warming potential or climate change (GWP), ozone depletion (ODP), human 
toxicity-cancer effects (HTP-C), particulate matter (PM), acidification (AP) and marine eutrophication 
(MEP). The levelized costs of processes and activities in each scenario are combined and presented as the 
life-cycle cost of the specific scenario.  

Based on the assumptions discussed briefly in Section 2.3, the LCCs of the use case scenarios have been 

investigated, the results being presented in this section. The scenarios are evaluated in the context of 

their respective use case energy systems. For each scenario, the estimated levelized costs of processes 

and activities are combined and presented as the life-cycle cost of the specific scenario. For purposes of 

clarification, the LCC cost components are reported as fixed and variable cost components. The results 

are also discussed and compared with similar prior studies. 

3.1. HINNØYA 

3.1.1. E-Ferry 

Life-cycle assessment:  

The LCA results of the electric ferry use case scenarios are shown in Figure 3. The results are normalized 

figures given in reference to the BSU scenario regarding to the ferry. There are five scenarios, namely ferry 

BSU, ferry_S1, ferry_S2, ferry_S3, and ferry_S4 (see Table 1). The ferry BSU, powered by business as usual 

diesel, is used as a standard case for comparison.  

 

Figure 3. Normalized environmental impacts of alternative scenarios with respect to the reference scenario (BSU) 
in electric ferry use case.  

The results indicate that 100% electrification (Ferry S3 and Ferry S4) would reduce the environmental 

impacts of the existing ferry by more than 95% in most of the impact categories except in the HTTP-C 

impact category. Battery production and maintenance may be one of the reasons for the high HTTP-C 

value.  All detailed results are in Appendix 6.5. 
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In order to test the robustness of the results, an uncertainty analysis is performed for selected sensitive 

parameters. In the ferry scenarios, the most unstable variables are the weight of the selected charger and 

battery, which can influence the results. The parameter is assumed to follow a triangular distribution 

instead of a normal distribution mainly due to the lack of detailed information. Thus, the special value 

with a cumulative probability of up to 90% is selected by doing a Monte Carlo simulation a million times. 

Since the minimum and maximum values are extreme cases, the uncertainty analysis may focus on the 

comparison between the mean value and the 90% CDF value. Here, the mean value is considered the basis 

for comparison. The relative values across environmental impacts in the same scenario can be obtained 

by comparing the case of the 90% CDF value with the case of mean value, presented in Figure.4. 

 

Figure 4. LCA uncertainty analysis result for electric ferry use case. 

From Figure 4, the variances of ferry BSU are almost zero. Ferry S1 shows small difference between these 

two cases, while the HTTP-C index in 90% CDF value is relatively larger (+7%). The same situation happens 

in Ferries S2, with a higher HTTP-C index (+11%,).  S3 and S4 are quite similar as the charger installed at 

one or both sides will not create significant difference for LCA results. The variances in GWP (+4%), ODP 

(+3%), HTTP-C (+15%), PM (+11%), AP (+13%) and MEP (+9%) are shown in Ferry S3 and S4. Thus, the 

result shows that the chosen weights for the battery and charger have no significant influence on 

environmental impacts in any scenario (except Ferry S3 and S4), implying that our results in these four 

scenarios are robust. Regarding Ferry S3 and S4, the results for GWP, ODP, MEP and PM are robust. 

However, the indexes of HTTP-C and AP are more sensitive to the choice of weight values for the charger 

and battery, which is increased by 15% and 13% in the case of the 90% CDF value. Considering the absolute 

small values for these two indexes in the case of the 90% CDF value (HTTP-C,1.7E-07 CTUh; AP,8.8E-03 

molc H+ eq), it is safe to conclude that our results are relatively robust. 

Life-cycle cost 

The LCC of the electric ferry use case scenarios are presented in Figure 5. Based on the base assumptions 

made, the LCC is 25.5 €/km for the existing MGO ferry and 30.3, 29.7, and 29.4 €/km for the alternative 

transport solutions that involve a minimum requirement of 50%, 75%, and 100% electrification of a single 

route ferry trip, respectively. The increments are in between 16 and 19% compared to the MGO ferry 
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solution. This is mainly due to the high added investment costs of the hybrid- and full electric ferries.  The 

maximum break-even added investment costs of the full electric ferry that would reduce its LCC to the 

MGO ferry LCC level is estimated to be 35%; it was 60% in the base assumption. The lower the break-even 

added investment costs the higher would be the cost savings, and hence, a lower LCC for the electric ferry. 

Alternatively, doubling the current MGO fuel taxes (Basic tax, CO2, and NOX) would make the full electric 

ferry a least-cost solution compared to the MGO ferry. It is worth mentioning that, due to limited 

information concerning the added costs of building an electric ferry, the assumed costs are subjected to 

high uncertainty. Moreover, this analysis does not include the potential benefit to local islands, such 

better grid supply to close small islands fish farming activities.  

 

Figure 5. Life-cycle cost of electric ferry scenarios in €/vehicle-km 

In the electric ferry use case, in addition to the added investment cost of the electric ferry, owing to the 

high fuel consumption of the ferry, the fuel prices and taxes will have a significant impact on the LCC in 

each scenario. As such it is not easy to find a credible source for the investment cost of building an electric 

or MGO ferry as it does for electric car and/or diesel car. Thus, the minimum break-even fuel tax that 

equate the LCC of MGO ferry with the LCC of the full electric ferry is a more convenient and realistic 

parameter to estimate. For electric ferry to be the least-cost solution, the current basic marine fuel tax, 

NOx tax, and CO2 tax need to be increased by at least 100%. The other key parameter is the energy 

efficiency of the electric ferry. The energy efficiency of any ferry depends on the actual ferry navigation 

profile that consists of loading/unloading, acceleration, cruising, deceleration, and mooring periods. The 

energy efficiency of the electric ferry is estimated to be twice that of the MGO ferry; estimated based on 

an average 45% engine thermal efficiency and 90% electric motor efficiency for the electric ferry.  

In Figure 5, the lower error bar shows the LCC corresponding to a 50% lower added investment cost 

compared to the base assumption; 3.53 M€, 3.93M€, and 4.32M€ for 50%, 75%, and 100% electric ferry 

scenarios. The upper error bar shows the LCC corresponding to a 100% increment in fuel taxes (basic fuel 

tax, CO2, tax, and NOx tax) compared to the base assumption. Comparing the BSU and S3 scenarios, 

lowering the added investment cost of electric ferry would reduce the LCC by 16% while increasing the 

fuel taxes increase the LCC of the BSU by 16% to a level that equate the LCC of the electric ferry with base 

assumption.  
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3.1.2. Fish farm 

Life-cycle assessment:  

The LCA results of the fish-farm use case are presented in Figure 6. There are four scenarios, namely fish 

farm BSU, fish farm S1, fish farm S2, and fish farm S3 (see Table 1).  The fish farm BSU, powered by business 

as usual diesel, is used as standard case for comparison. The results of the LCA analysis for all scenarios 

are standardized according to the result of fish farm BSU, which is shown in Figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 6. Normalized environmental impacts of alternative scenarios with respect to the reference scenario (BSU) 
in fish-farm use case. 

From Figure 7, it can be seen that decarbonization efforts fail to reduce the HTTP-C index. In particular, 

the fish farm S1 and S2 scenarios produce more impacts than fish farm BSU, increasing the HTTP-C by 

268% and 293% respectively. However, regarding the other indexes, the decarbonization efforts have 

significant impacts mitigating the environmental impacts, which can be up to 90%. The uncertainty 

analysis is also applied between the mean value and the 90% CDF value. The results are shown below. 
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Figure 7. LCA uncertainty analysis result for fish-farm use case. 

From Figure 6, there are no significant differences between the mean value and the 90% CDF value in the 

fish farm BSU scenario across all scenarios. Regarding fish farm S1, the increases in weight of the charger 

and battery have led to an increase of GWP by 11%, ODP by 15%, HTTP-C by 6%, PM by 15%, AP by 20% 

and MEP by 14% respectively. Similar situations arise in fish farm S2 and S3. However, it is found that 

absolute values for each index in the case of the 90% CDF value are very small and may be negligible. For 

example, the absolute values of GWP, ODP, HTTP-C, PM, AP, and MEP in S3 if the 90% CDF value applies 

are 0.04 (kg CO2 eq), 4.4E-09 (kg CFC-11 eq), 4.98E-09 (CTUh), 2.93E-05 (kg PM2.5 eq), 2.5E-05 (molc H+ 

eq), and 3.62E-05 (kg N eq). Thus, it is safe to conclude that our results are relatively robust. 

Life-cycle cost analysis:  

Figure 8 shows the LCC result of the fish-farm use case. Compared to the business as usual case of diesel 

generation, the onshore wind, offshore wind and grid with battery scenarios showed, on average, a 23-

29% reduction in LCC. The lower LCC corresponds to the onshore wind with storage battery scenario. The 

significant share of the fixed cost in the alternative scenarios is due to the comparably higher investment 

costs of the lithium-ion storage battery. The variable cost component of the BSU scenario makes up more 

than 95% of the total LCC, mainly due to the high diesel fuel consumption of around 60,000 litres a year. 

The error bar shows the sensitivity of LCC costs for fuel prices in the BSU scenario and capital costs in all 

the other scenarios. This is because renewable energy technologies rely more on capital costs, while 

conventional technologies rely on variations in operating costs such as fuel prices. In the BSU scenario, 

the fuel prices were increased and decreased equally by 10%. The results are shown by the lower and 

upper error bars. They are equally responsive on both sides, with a 9.1% increment and decrement. 

Similarly, in S1, S2 and S3 the specific capital costs were increased and decreased by 30% equally. In all 

alternative scenarios, with a high share of the fixed-cost components in total LCC, the LCC cost increases 

and decreases on average by 22-25%, as shown by the lower and upper error bars.  
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Figure 8. Life-cycle cost of fish-farm scenarios in €/kWh.  

3.1.3. Smart Harstad 

Life-cycle assessment  

Regarding to the smart Harstad, there are four scenarios, namely Harstad BSU, Harstad S1, Harstad S2 and 

Harstad S3 (see Table 1). The Harstad BSU, powered by business as usual diesel, is used as a standard case 

for comparison. The results of the LCA analysis for all scenarios are standardized according to the results 

of Harstad BSU, as shown in the following chart. 

 

Figure 9. Scenarios of environmental performance for proposed solutions compared with BSU for Smart Harstad 

From Figure 9, compared with Harstad BSU as the base scenario, it can be seen that efforts to decarbonize 

will create more HTP-C potentials, which is increased by 52%, 53%, and 53% across the Harstad S1, Harstad 

S2 and Harstad S3 scenarios respectively.  However, the decarbonization efforts succeed in reducing the 

indexes of GWP by 70%. 
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The uncertainty analysis is also applied between the mean value and the 90% CDF value. The results are 

shown in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10. Uncertainty analysis result for Smart Harstad LCA 

Regarding the Harstad BSU, the increase in weight does not lead to a significant change in the results. The 

changes in GWP, ODP, HTTP-C, PM, AP, and MEP increase by 2.5%, 0.9%, 12.7%, 4.6%, 3.5%, and 1.8% 

respectively. Most of the indexes are increased by a small amount. Although the increase in HTTP-C is 

12.7%, the absolute value of HTTP-C is very small (1.705E-08 CTUh), which can be negligible. 

Regarding Harstad S1, the changes in GWP, ODP, HTTP-C, PM, AP, and MEP increase by 15.5%, 10.6%, 

18.5%, 11.7%, 12% and 13% respectively. Similar situations arise in Harstad S2 and S3. However, the 

absolute values of all impact categories for S2 and S3, in which the 90% CDF value applies, are very small 

and can be negligible. Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that our results are relatively robust. 

Life-cycle cost analysis  

Figure 11 shows the LCC of the smart Harstad scenarios. The LCC for a conventional diesel car is 0.421 

€/km.  The unidirectional charging electric car without a load- balancing battery (scenario S1) shows a 

0.2730 €/km LCC, while a bidirectional charging electric car with a load- balancing battery (scenario S3) 

shows a 0.337 €/km LCC as shown in Figure 10. The electric car solutions show a 21 to 34% lower LCC 

compared to a diesel car LCC.  
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Figure 11. Life-cycle cost of Smart Harstad scenarios of Hinnøya use case. 

The upper error bar shows the estimated LCC when a lower annual traffic volume is assumed for the 

electric cars (9023 km) while the low error bar shows the LCC when the cost savings due to various 

incentives (1385 € per annum) other than the VAT exemption are considered. The LCC is found to be 0.17 

€/km and 0.4 €/km in unidirectional charging car without buffering battery and 0.23 and 0.49 €/km in 

bidirectional charging electric car scenario for the cost saving and low annual traffic volume sensitivity 

cases, respectively. The cost savings, however, have limited shelf life and might be revoked at any time 

depending on the market share of electric vehicles in Norway. For example, the VAT exemption is set to 

be revised after 2021[19]. In the base assumption only VAT exemption was included but not operational 

cost savings due to free accesses for electric cars. If all operational cost savings are included, the LCC 

would further reduce to 0.17 €/km and 0.23 €/km in the unidirectional- and bidirectional charging electric 

car scenarios, respectively. It is also worth mentioning that reducing the annual traffic volume (annual 

mileages) of the electric car would reduce the operational cost savings and increase the LCC of the electric 

car solutions. For example, reducing the annual mileages by 34% would increase the LCC of the electric 

cars to a level that corresponds with the diesel car LCC, 0.4 and 0.49 €/km in unidirectional charging 

electric car and bidirectional charging scenarios, respectively.   

In LCC comparison, break-even occurs when the LCC of the electric car equals the LCC of the corresponding 

diesel car and is a no-profit and no-loss point. It could be at any year within the common economic life 

time of the cars (12 years in our case). The fewer the years to break-even, the more attractive would be 

the chosen solution and the higher the cost saving over the common economic life time of the cars. In this 

context, it is worth estimating the maximum added break-even investment cost of the electric car at which 

the LCC of the electric car is equal to or lower than the LCC of the diesel car. This is done through iteration. 

In unidirectional charging scenario, based on the assumptions made, the maximum added break-even 

investment cost for the electric car is estimated to be 8175€ or 21% of the diesel car investment cost. This 

implies that for the assumed model (e-golf), the electric car would still be the least-cost option if the 

current VAT exemption is removed. Also, the maximum added break-even investment cost would further 

increase if we include cost savings (low error bar cases) and decreases if we assume a lower annual traffic 

volume (upper error bar cases).  
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3.2. PROCIDA  

3.2.1. Procida: city hall  

Life-cycle assessment  

Figure 12 illustrates the results for city hall scenarios according to the chosen environmental impact 

categories. The BSU and city hall S1 are quite close. City hall S1 is some higher than BSU. This is because 

S1 includes a battery. However, without a battery, there will be less flexibility. The contribution of 

flexibility is not included here. However, our results will support the benefit-cost analyse in WP8. 

Moreover, the battery used here is a traditional battery system. The adjusted results in WP8 with an 

innovative storage system in the project consortium are supposed to improve the performance. For city 

hall S2, it is clear that the supply 60 kWh to city hall with PV produces reductions of 76% GWP, 96% ODP, 

19% HTP-C, 35% PM, 63% AP and 57% MEP respectively. The uncertainty analysis in Figure 13 shows that 

the results are quite robust.   

 

Figure 12. Normalized environmental impacts of alternative scenarios with respect to the reference scenario (BSU) 
in city-hall use case 
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Figure 13. LCA uncertainty analysis results for city-hall use case 

 

3.2.2. Procida: school 

Life-cycle assessment  

There are two scenarios, namely school BSU and school S1. The school BSU, powered by business as usual 

diesel, is used as standard case for comparison. The results of the LCA analysis for these two scenarios are 

standardized according to the results of school BSU, indicated in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14. Normalization of impact categories for school S1 and school BSU scenario 

From Figure 14, it can readily be seen that school S1 has an overwhelming advantage over school BSU in 

mitigating environmental impacts. 
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The uncertainty analysis is also applied between the mean value and the 90% CDF value. The results are 

shown at Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15. LCA uncertainty analysis result for school use case 

 

Regarding the scenario of school S1, the increases in weight lead to increases in the indexes of GWP by 

2.7%, ODP by 1.6%, HTTP-C by 5%, PM by 3.7%, AP by 5.3% and MEP by 3.8% respectively. Moreover, the 

absolute values of GWP, ODP, HTTP-C, PM, AP, and MEP in school S1 where the 90% CDF value applies 

are 0.09 (kg CO2 eq), 1.23 (kg CFC-11 eq), 1.26 (CTUh), 1.03E-04 (kg PM2.5 eq), 7.58E-04 (molc H+ eq), 

and 1.1E-04 (kg N eq)., which are small and can be negligible. Thus, it is safe to conclude that our results 

are robust.  

Figure 16 shows the LCC results of the Procida use case scenarios. The fact that solar PV and storage 

battery are the only integrated solutions in all scenarios results in insignificant differences in LCC between 

the assumed scenarios. In this specific case, it shows that the economies of scale have little impact on the 

specific investment cost, and hence on the LCC. Fixed costs make up more than 95% of the total LCC in 

almost all scenarios. This is due to the high investment costs of the solar PV and storage battery as 

opposed to their corresponding operational costs. The error bar shows the sensitivity of the LCC costs for 

the capital costs. Compared to the average (base) assumption, two cases were assumed: (1) the specific 

capital cost is assumed to increase by 15%, and (2) the specific capital cost is assumed to decrease by 15%. 

It was shown that in both cases the LCC cost increases and decreases by, on average, 26%, as shown by 

the lower and upper error bars.  
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Figure 16. Life-cycle cost of city hall and school scenarios in €/kWh 

 

4. CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEP 

In this study, we have evaluated the environmental impacts and economic efficiencies of both existing 

and potential alternative power supply and transport electrification solutions for the use cases in the GIFT 

project. The aim has been to explore the environmental and economic impacts of reducing, avoiding or 

inducing the potentials, if any, of a set of predefined alternative scenarios. The use cases are implemented 

in the project’s two lighthouses, namely Hinnøya and Procida islands. For each evaluation, a standard life-

cycle assessment (LCA) and life-cycle cost (LCC) calculation was applied, the results being compared with 

the respective reference or existing conditions. Three use cases in the Hinnøya lighthouse (electric ferry, 

fish farm and smart Harstad) and two use cases in the Procida lighthouse (city hall and school power 

supply) and various alternative solutions or scenarios for each use case were designed and formulated in 

light of the respective energy systems of the Hinnøya and Procida lighthouses.   

Figure 17-21 makes the summary of the Life-cycle carbon and cost of different scenarios for different use 

cases. Based on the LCA and LCC results, all proposed technical solutions in Fish Farms, Smart Harstad and 

PV installation has significant decarbonisation contributions with less life-cycle cost than current 

conventional solution. In E-ferry case, even current analyse show that the LCC for E-ferry is some larger 

than conventional one due to the short trip and high investment cost of infrastructure, E-ferry is valuable 

to be invested given the significant decarbonisation potentials.  

In this report, potential and suitable scenarios for the core purpose of the GIFT project are considered. 

The respective scenarios are used in evaluating environmental impacts and economic performance, 

compared with the different existing patterns of the user cases.  

It should be emphasized that this report has been prepared mainly on the basis of the early-stage design 

of the use cases. The results are therefore preliminary. The report will be updated and revised when the 
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specific use case solutions are defined, and data become available during the project period. The final 

results will be reported in D7.4 and D8.4 at M48. 

 

 

Figure 17. The LCA and LCC summaries of E-ferry use case 

 

Figure 18. The LCA and LCC summaries of Fish Farm use case 
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Figure 19. The LCA and LCC summaries of Smart Harstad use case 

 

 

Figure 20. The LCA and LCC summaries of Procida-City Hall use case 
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Figure 21. The LCA and LCC summaries of Procida-School use case 
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6. APPENDIX 

6.1. USE CASES  

This part is from D2.1 on the use case information. 

6.1.1. UC1: Congestion avoidance 

This first use case is an umbrella use case for the Norwegian pilot. It covers the whole area of Hinnøya 

island (including Grytøya) from the point of view and for the benefit of the DSO (HLK). The main objective 

of this use case is to avoid any congestion that may occur on this territory, especially at the connection 

point between Hinnøya and Grytøya. This will be done by aggregating flexibility from prosumers over the 

whole area in order to perform peak-shaving and demand response for more punctual imbalances.  

Different prosumers will be included in this scheme, including the local energy communities of fish farms 

and Smart Harstad. They will be nested within this use-case to provide flexibility for the DSO as complex 

prosumers, as well as other prosumers from the area, such as an e-ferry, industrial prosumers from a 

harbour near the city of Harstad and individual prosumers.  

https://www.dnvgl.com/maritime/lng/current-price-development-oil-and-gas.html
https://www.skatteetaten.no/en/business-and-organisation/vat-and-duties/excise-duties/about-the-excise-duties/mineral-product/
https://www.skatteetaten.no/en/business-and-organisation/vat-and-duties/excise-duties/about-the-excise-duties/mineral-product/
https://www.volkswagen.no/no/kjope-bil/brosjyrer-og-priser.html#golf
https://elbil.no/english/norwegian-ev-policy/
https://www.ssb.no/en/petroleumsalg
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What will be the potential impact on the grid if the E-ferry is connected directly to the grid, assuming that 

new cables and charging infrastructure are made available by Troms county2.  In the electric ferry use 

case, the core objective is to decarbonize and electrify the maritime transport. In this specific case, the 

interaction of the ferry with the power system and the energy system in general is through the charging 

infrastructure only. In this study a dual purpose (passenger and cargo transportation) ferry plying a fixed 

route between Harstad and Grytøya (or Stornes-Bjørnå) is considered. Three electrification fleet 

technologies are considered: 100% electric ferry, 75% plug-in hybrid electric ferry, and 50% plug-in hybrid 

electric ferry. Charging the ferry at the two quays could be done using direct on-board battery charging, 

onshore battery bank charging or a combination of the two. The three alternative scenarios are: 

S1 (ELCFerry): A fully electric ferry with direct battery charging at the docking station. The battery 

is assumed to be sufficient for the ferry to complete a single forward trip. 

S2 (Pin75HYBFerry): A hybrid electric ferry with battery capacity sufficient for the ferry to 

complete 75% of a single trip, the remaining 25% to be covered by MGO. Thus, the charging 

infrastructure would be less than in SC1. 

S3 (Pin50HYBFerry): A hybrid electric ferry with battery capacity sufficient for the ferry to 

complete 50% of a single trip, the remaining 50% to be covered by MGO. Thus, the charging 

infrastructure would be less than in SC1 & SC2. 

S4 (PinHYBFerry): A fully electric ferry as in scenario 1 but with both direct battery charging and 

an onshore battery to serve as a buffer (load-balancing) at the docking station. The charging 

infrastructure is assumed to be lower than in SC1, but there would be a trade-off between 

installing an additional battery and reducing the charging infrastructure. 

The upstream fuel-supply chain and on-board fuel combustion of the existing conventional marine gas oil 

(MGO) ferry would be evaluated for energy, GHG emissions, air pollutant emissions and cost to energy. It 

will be used as a reference to compare the three alternative scenarios just mentioned. 

6.1.2. UC2: Fish Farms LEC 

This use case is nested within use case UC1 on congestion avoidance for the Norwegian pilot as a complex 

prosumer, and it operates in the same way. It aims to regroup fish farms operating around the coast of 

the island of Grytøya into a local energy community, with the goal of optimizing their energy consumption 

and reducing their impact on the grid. This use case will also promote this scheme to involve more fish 

farms in the area.  

The local energy community will get benefit from the fish farms and will be run by HLK retail, who will play 

the role of aggregator in this scheme. 

Grytøya is a small island located three kilometers from Hinnøya, which is part of the Harstad municipality. 

The Grytøya grid is connected to Hinnøya by submarine cable. As the Grytøya cable-transformer capacity 

on Hinnøya is too small to accept the additional load that connecting the fish farms would require, the 

                                                           
2 Harstad Municipality belongs to Troms County. The Troms County is working on the plan of investment for the 
infrastructure. It is supposed to have the infrastructure by 2023. Even e-ferry will operate beyond the project period, 
it is important to include it in the analysis to support the local decarbonization and then maximum the GIFT impact. 
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fish farms will organize themselves into a local energy community to reduce their impact on the grid in 

terms of both active and reactive power. 

The diesel generators are mainly used to heat the platform and feed the fishes. Consumption for feeding 

purposes depends on the fish life-cycle. The farms have sent applications to be connected to the grid with 

200 - 500 kW peak power, depending on the location. Currently HLK has connected around eight fish farms 

to the grid outside Hinnøya and Grytøya. Due to the limited capacity, it is difficult to connect more fish 

farms in the Hinnøya-Grytøya-Sandsøya-Bjarkøya area. The fish farms from one company could therefore 

organize themselves into a cluster and shift their consumption in order to be able to connect to the grid, 

while not creating too much stress (too many peaks) for the network. 

The core objective of the fish-farm use case is to explore potential decarbonization and electrification 

solutions for the two offshore fish farms located around 200 km from the coast of Grytøya. In this report 

we are considering an individual power-supply system instead of a cluster power-supply system. In light 

of this, three potential alternative scenarios can be drawn up: 

S1: Small-capacity off-grid and offshore wind turbine with a stand-alone battery system to supply 

power to a fish farm. 

S2: As SC1, but assuming that the wind turbine would be much closer than is assumed in SC1. 

S3: Grid connection with storage battery combination. This scenario assumes that the available 

grid capacity is strong enough to charge the battery when demand is low (i.e. at night). 

In addition to the alternative scenarios, the existing stand-alone off-grid diesel power-supply system is 

also evaluated and used as a reference to compare the environmental impact-reducing or impact-inducing 

potential of the alternative systems. 

6.1.3. UC3: Smart Harstad LEC 

This use case is nested within use case UC1 on congestion avoidance for the Norwegian pilot as a complex 

prosumer and operates in the same way. It focuses on the town center of Harstad, which will form a local 

energy community regrouping several prosumers to optimize their electricity consumption. Electric 

Vehicles (EV) owned by the municipality will join this scheme. Moreover, the Harstad energy grid should 

be monitored in order to optimize the balance and temper the impact of new electric vehicles while 

decarbonizing transport energy.  

In the smart Harstad use case, the core objective is thus to decarbonize and electrify transport in the town. 

The diurnal charging profile (dump charging or smart charging) and driving pattern of electric cars will 

have a considerable impact on peak power demand and low-voltage distribution line stability. In this study 

three distinct potential charging configurations allowing flexibility in the low-distribution grid are 

explored. 

S1: Electric car with a unidirectional fast charging and without a buffering battery between the 

electric car and the grid. 

S2: Electric car with a unidirectional fast charging and with a buffering battery between the electric 

car and the grid. 
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S3: Electric car with a bidirectional fast charging and with a buffering battery between the electric 

car and the grid. 

In the smart Harstad use case, the fuel-supply chain of a diesel car is evaluated and used as a reference 

pathway to compare the environmental and cost attributes of the alternative scenarios. This would deliver 

the impact-avoiding or impact-inducing potential of the alternative scenarios as compared with the 

existing transportation system. 

6.1.4. Procida  

This use case is situated in the Italian pilot. However, the overall system provided by GIFT will operate in 

the same way to that described in the previous use cases UC2 and UC3 in the Norwegian pilot. Procida 

island is to be organized as a local energy community, in order to reduce its dependence on the mainland, 

increase citizen involvement in the energy network, improve the efficiency of the grid and avoid summer 

congestion and blackouts. This would be used as an incentive for individual prosumers to invest in 

renewable electricity production (PV). A few public buildings would participate in this scheme.  

The local energy community will be driven by Procida municipality and run by an external driver who will 

also play the role of BRP. This use case would be supported by a few public buildings that are equipped 

with heat pumps and have relatively high energy consumption. The following scenarios are considered: 

1) Equip city hall with a solar panel system (20 kW) and a heat pump. It will be coupled to the storage 

system from Sylfen, which produces heat as well: 5kW of electricity storage and 4-5 KW of heat 

generation. 

2) The municipality will increase local electricity production by installing PV on public buildings. The 

city hall PV system will be upgraded from 20kW to 60 Kw. 

3) Two schools will have PV systems of 100 kW each installed (2,000 square meters available in each 

school). 

 

6.2. SYSTEM STRUCTURE OF SCENARIOS  
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Figure A1. Schematic representation of the fish-farm use case scenarios. 
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Figure A2. Schematic representation of the Smart Harstad use case scenarios. 
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Figure A3. Schematic representation of the electric ferry use case scenarios. 

 

 

6.3. DATA SOURCE AND ESTIMATES FOR LCA  

6.3.1. Frontground data sources and uncertainty  

One uncertainty source in our LCA analysis may be the uncertainty range for our chosen objects, which 

are presented in Table A1.  

Table A1. Possible range of chosen objects 

 Object (kg/unit) min mean max 90% CDF value 

diesel generator  1165 1430 1735 1601 

battery for fish farms 3019 4384 8000 6622 

charger (50% for ferry) 1887 2740 5000 4140 
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charger (75% for ferry) 2868 4164 7600 6311 

charger (100% for ferry) 3811 5534 10100 8405 

battery (50% for ferry) 1268 1842 3361 2795 

battery (75% for ferry) 1902 2762 5042 4172 

battery (100% for ferry) 2537 3693 6722 5584 

EV charger (7.5kw) 25 35 50 43 

EV weight 1255 1834 2560 2251 

diesel car weight 1219 1479 1864 1708 

 

For each chosen object, we collect data with minimum value, mean value and maximum value. The 

triangular distribution of the data is assumed due to the lack of detailed information. In order to reflect 

this uncertainty, a Monte Carlo analysis is carried out with a million simulations. Column 4 in Table 1 gives 

the calculated values for each chosen object with a cumulative probability of up to 90%.  

Regarding to the weight of the diesel electricity generator (100 kw generation power), the data with nine 

samples are chosen from three representative production locations, such as China, the USA and Sweden. 

There are six diesel electricity generators samples from China, produced by Perkins, Cummins, Volvo, 

Weicai power, SDEC power and Yucai power3. In addition, two other samples (100% from USA) are 

produced by JCB broadcrown4 and Generac Power Systems5. The last sample is from Sweden CAT6. All 

samples were selected due to their market reputation. 

Regarding the battery, battery capacity values are calculated by our system scenarios, which can be 

checked from the reports [23]. Here, due to the lack of detailed information for the hydrogen-bromine 

flow batteries, the ordinary lithium-ion battery is used in our analysis. However, it is reported that the 

energy density of lithium-ion batteries is not fixed but changes in a range from 100 Wh/kg to 265 Wh/kg.7 

Thus, given the battery capacity, the weight of the battery can be estimated according to different energy-

density levels. Regarding the EV charger station (7.5kw), three products are collected in the market of 

                                                           
3 Web resource:  http://www.mbfdj.com/100qw.html#index (accessible in 12/11/2019) 

4 http://www.genpowerusa.com/content/files/100-KW-CUMMINS-GENERATOR-ACBCC100-60.pdf (accessible in 

12/11/2019). 

5 https://www.scribd.com/document/242871030/0k5093-a-sd100-6-7l-pdf (accessible in 12/11/2019). 

6 https://www.toromontpowersystems.com/electric-power/products/diesel-generators/80-kw-to-100-kw-diesel-

generators-c4.4 (accessible in 12/11/2019). 

7 https://www.cei.washington.edu/education/science-of-solar/battery-technology/ (accessible in 12/11/2019). 

http://www.mbfdj.com/100qw.html#index
http://www.genpowerusa.com/content/files/100-KW-CUMMINS-GENERATOR-ACBCC100-60.pdf
https://www.scribd.com/document/242871030/0k5093-a-sd100-6-7l-pdf
https://www.toromontpowersystems.com/electric-power/products/diesel-generators/80-kw-to-100-kw-diesel-generators-c4.4
https://www.toromontpowersystems.com/electric-power/products/diesel-generators/80-kw-to-100-kw-diesel-generators-c4.4
https://www.cei.washington.edu/education/science-of-solar/battery-technology/
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European countries, the LS4 (25 kg) 8, Evlink (50 kg) 9 and EVBOX (30kg) 10 being from Sweden, France and 

Norway respectively. 

Regarding the weight of diesel passenger cars in Harstad municipality, the data (07832: Registered 

vehicles, by type of vehicle and trade mark (M) 2008 - 2018)11 are analyzed, presented in the following 

Figure A4. 

 

Figure A4. Diesel car in Harstad. 

Given these registered brands of diesel passenger car, the weight of the registered car can be obtained 

from the reports12 and the homepage of the relevant passenger car seller. Further, a weighted average of 

diesel passenger car weights is calculated according to their numbers.  

Regarding the weight of EV, the samples include Tesla, Hyundai, Opel, Jaguar, Kia, AUDI, Mercedes-Bene, 

BMW and Nissan LEAF, shown in Table A2. The weight of EV can be obtained from the relevant seller’s 

homepage. When there are several types of EV within the same brand, an average weight is calculated.  

Table A2. Average weight of EVs 

EV brand Estimated weight (kg/unit) 

Tesla  1706 

Hyundai EV 1685 

Opel ampere e 1591 

Jaguar I-Pace 2133 

                                                           

8  https://garo.no/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/GARO-LS4-Ladestasjoner.pdf (accessible in 12/11/2019). 

9 https://download.schneider-electric.com/files?p_enDocType=Catalog&p_File_Name=COM-POWER-VE-CA3-

EN+%28web%29.pdf&p_Doc_Ref=COM-POWER-VE-CA3-EN  (accessible in 12/11/2019). 

10 https://branding.evbox.com/web/482e32da13abb102/international-product-brochures/?mediaId=DA5E412B-

E395-4DC0-9BD9144E85870C44 (accessible in 12/11/2019). 

11 https://www.ssb.no/en/statbank/list/bilreg (accessible in 12/11/2019). 

12 https://theicct.org/sites/default/files/publications/ICCT_Pocketbook_2018_Final_20181205.pdf (accessible in 

12/11/2019). 
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KIA 1608.5 

Audi 2560 

Mercedes-Bene 2452 

BMW 1255 

Nissan LEAF 1517 

 

Therefore, according to the information given above, the uncertainty weight ranges for diesel passenger 

car, diesel generator, and EV are as shown below. 

 

Fig. A5. Weight range for main infrastructure 

 

The variations between vehicles are relative larger than those of diesel electricity generators, which 

implies that a sensitive or uncertainty analysis would be important in assessing the accuracy of our results.  

6.3.2. Background data sources  

The main data stem from Ecoinvent are presented here: 

• 1 kWh Electricity, high voltage {NO}| market for | Alloc Rec, U (of project Ecoinvent 3 - 

allocation, cut-off by classification - unit) 

• 1 kWh Diesel, burned in diesel-electric generating set {GLO}| market for | Alloc Rec, U (of 

project GIFT) 
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• 1 kWh Electricity, high voltage {NO}| electricity production, wind, 1-3MW turbine, offshore | 

Alloc Rec, U (of project Ecoinvent 3 - allocation, cut-off by classification - unit) 

• 1 kWh Electricity, medium voltage {NO}| market for | Alloc Rec, U (of project Ecoinvent 3 - 

allocation, cut-off by classification - unit) 

• Electricity, low voltage {IT}| electricity production, photovoltaic, 3kWp slanted-roof installation, 

multi-Si, panel, mounted | Alloc Rec, U 

• 1 km Transport, passenger car, medium size, diesel, EURO 5 {RoW}| transport, passenger car, 

medium size, diesel, EURO  5-NO (of project GIFT) 

• 1 km Transport, passenger car, electric NO processing | Alloc Rec, U (of project GIFT) 

• 1 kWh Electricity, low voltage {IT}| electricity production, photovoltaic, 3kWp slanted-roof 

installation, multi-Si, panel, mounted | Alloc Rec, U (of project Ecoinvent 3 - allocation, cut-off 

by classification - unit) 

• 1 km Transport, passenger car, electric NO processing | Alloc Rec, U (of project GIFT) 

• 1 kg Charger, electric passenger car {GLO}| market for | Alloc Rec, U (of project Ecoinvent 3 - 

allocation, cut-off by classification - unit) 

• 1 kg Battery, Li-ion, rechargeable, prismatic {GLO}| market for | Alloc Rec, U (of project 

Ecoinvent 3 - allocation, cut-off by classification - unit) 

• 1 kWh Heavy Oil, burned in ferry (of project GIFT) 

6.4. DATA SOURCE AND ESTIMATION FOR LCC  

The mid-range results of LCOE for the two systems of interest are presented in Table 5. It can be seen 

from the results that the main element in the cost composition is the battery cost, the costs of wind 

electricity generation being relatively low, given that the cost of wind turbines has been declining for years 

because of technological development. 

It is found that, of all the factors, capital cost and discount rate (DR) are the two most influential factors 

in the LCOE of wind turbines. Sensitivity analyses of these factors are carried out for both onshore and 

offshore turbines, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The horizontal axis shows different coefficients from 0.7 to 

1.3, which represent the variation range of capital costs in this sensitivity analysis. For instance, ‘0.7x’ 

indicates a capital cost of 931 €/kW (=0.7*1330) for the onshore case. 

Table A3. Mid-range results of LCOEs of onshore and offshore WpB 

 

  LCOE for onshore WpB (€/kWh) LCOE for offshore WpB (€/kWh) 

Wind turbine 0.056 0.087 

Battery 0.236 0.236 

Whole system 0.292 0.323 
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Fig. A6. Sensitivity analyses for onshore wind turbines 

 

Fig. A7. Sensitivity analyses for onshore wind turbines 

The LCOE of batteries is influenced less by the discount rate and is much more reliant on the matching 

capacity of the whole system. In light of this significant uncertainty, a wide spectrum of system size 

matching factors (SSMF) is taken into account. The coefficients defined by SSMF indicate a variation range 

for the matching battery capacity. For instance, the mid-range (1x) value in the onshore case is 3,200 kWh, 

and the capacity becomes 800 kWh (=3200*0.25) when SSMF equals 0.25. A sensitivity analysis with 

respect to capital cost and SSMF is shown in Fig. A8. 
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Fig. A8. Sensitivity analysis for li-ion battery 

As the LCOE of the whole system is determined more by the battery cost, SSMF is more impactful than 

the discount rate. Combining the two components, the ranges of the whole system cost are shown in Figs. 

A9 and A10. The horizontal axis shows the battery capacity in line with each SSMF. In the base case of the 

onshore system, which has a battery capacity of 33 kWh, the whole-system LCOE ranges from 0.214 to 

0.370 €/kWh, and this range is from 0.239 to 0.407 €/kWh for the offshore system. When the matching 

size of the battery capacity is doubled (2x), this range broadens to 0.369-0.658 €/kWh for the onshore, 

and 0.394-0.695 €/kWh for the offshore case. 

 

Fig. A9. Result variation for the whole system of onshore WpB 
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Fig. A10.  Result variation for the whole system of offshore WpB 

 

The mid-range results of the LCOEs for the three systems are summarized in Table 7. It can be seen from 

the results that in the solar PV system the two cost components of the solar PV and the battery are close. 

The LCOE of the whole system ranges from 0.423 to 0.439 €/kWh over different sizes. 

Table A4. Mid-range results of LCOEs of PV 

  LCOE for 20 kW system 
(€/kWh) 

LCOE for 60 kW system 
(€/kWh) 

LCOE for 100 kW 
system (€/kWh) 

Solar PV 0.203 0.195 0.188 

Battery 0.236 0.236 0.236 

Whole system 0.439 0.431 0.423 

  

Uncertainties regarding key parameters or assumptions are addressed likewise by conducting sensitivity 

analyses. For the solar PV component, its economics are also strongly influenced by the unit capital cost 

and the discount rate. Thus, a sensitivity analysis is performed with respect to these two key parameters, 

the results of which are presented in Figs. A11-A13.   
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Fig. A11. Sensitivity analysis for LCOE of 20 kW solar PV 

 

 

Fig. A12. Sensitivity analysis for LCOE of 60 kW solar PV 
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Fig. A13. Sensitivity analysis for LCOE of 100 kW solar PV 

As discussed above, the LCOE of the battery component depends greatly on the capacity matching the 

whole system. Similar to the case of wind turbines, a wide range of system size matching factors is 

assessed in the sensitivity analysis. The results are shown in Fig. A14. When the SSMF equals 1, the LCOE 

ranges from 0.169 to 0.302 €/kWh, and when the size of battery doubles, this range is increased from 

0.324 to 0.590 €/kWh. Accordingly, the LCOE of the whole system also changes across different settings 

in this regard. The results of the total LCOE are shown in Figs. A15-A17. 

 

Fig. A14. Sensitivity analysis for LCOE of the li-ion battery 
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Fig. A15. Result variation for the whole system with 20 kW solar PV 

 

Fig.A16. Result variation for the whole system with 60 kW solar PV 
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Fig. A17. Result variation for the whole system with 60 kW solar PV 

With all the parameters and assumptions, the mid-range LCOE of diesel is calculated as 0.469 €/kWh, 

which is relatively high compared to other literature. The reason behind this is the cost of fuel, for which 

we take the average diesel price in Norway in recent years as the mid-range value. It is therefore important 

to know the LCOE with different fuel costs. The other factor assessed in this sensitivity analysis is the 

capital cost. Factors other than these two are not included because they were found to relatively less 

significant when determining the final LCOE. The results are presented in Fig. 13. In fact, from this figure 

one can see that even the capital cost does not impact on the LCOE result as much as the fuel cost. With 

a unit capital cost of 350 €/kW, the LCOE of diesel generation ranges from 0.336 to 0.601 €/kWh when 

the diesel price increases from 0.95 to 1.76 €/l.  

 

Fig. A18. Sensitivity analysis for the LCOE of diesel generation 
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6.5. LCA RESULTS  

Table A5. Detailed LCA results 

  GWP ODP HTTP-C PM AP MEP 

 kg CO2 eq/FU 
kg CFC-11 

eq CTUh 
kg PM2.5 

eq 
molc H+ 

eq kg N eq 

Ferry BSU 31,4918 5,94E-06 1,53E-07 0,041842 0,342338 0,149535 

Ferry S1 16,632 3,07E-06 1,5E-07 0,021441 0,175013 0,075435 

Ferry S2 9,203003 1,63E-06 1,48E-07 0,011242 0,09136 0,038386 

Ferry S3 1,778971 1,97E-07 1,48E-07 0,001049 0,007774 0,001345 

Ferry S4 1,776723 1,97E-07 1,48E-07 0,001047 0,007751 0,001342 

Fish farm BSU 0,380727 7,11E-08 3,52E-09 0,000349 0,004748 0,002038 

Fish farm S1 0,02101 1,29E-09 9,45E-09 2,5E-05 0,000192 2,9E-05 

Fish farm S2 0,018533 1,14E-09 1,03E-08 2,38E-05 0,000174 2,53E-05 

Fish farm S3 0,040984 4,21E-09 4,38E-09 2,56E-05 0,000212 3,21E-05 

Harstad BSU 0,275413 4,56E-08 1,51E-08 0,000156 0,001377 0,000388 

Harstad S1 0,089593 7,47E-09 2,31E-08 0,000129 0,000842 0,000119 

Harstad S2 0,090448 7,55E-09 2,32E-08 0,00013 0,000851 0,00012 

Harstad S3 0,089954 7,51E-09 2,31E-08 0,000129 0,000843 0,000119 

City Hall-BSU 23,30951 1,8E-05 9,73E-07 0,010078 0,125211 0,016119 

City Hall-S1 23,39922 2,66E-06 9,97E-07 0,010223 0,126699 0,016277 

City Hall-S2 5,59743 8,03E-07 7,93E-07 0,006557 0,047475 0,006989 

School -BSU 0,538335 5,98E-08 1,83E-08 0,000201 0,002772 0,000349 

School -S1 0,08441 1,21E-08 1,2E-08 9,91E-05 0,00072 0,000106 

 


